ORKIN
Sustainable Pest Management from the Most Trusted Name in the Business
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Experience and Knowledge You Can Trust
With more than a century of experience and a deep bench of nationally recognized technical experts, Orkin has seen –
and solved – nearly every kind of pest problem imaginable. Today, with sustainability becoming more important than ever,
we have invested significant resources into researching and developing a best-in-class Integrated Pest Management (IPM)
program expressly designed to meet or exceed even the strictest sustainability standards.

Why Choose Orkin Element™?

Meet or exceed recognized sustainability standards
For businesses with strict sustainability needs, Orkin Element™ is built on our rigorous Integrated Pest Management (IPM)
protocols that meet or exceed “green” pest management standards including:
n GreenPro Certification standards (National Pest Management Association)
n LEED pest management requirements

Clearly defined protocols and product list
Orkin Element is more than standard IPM with another name. Orkin Element™ follows
clearly defined service protocols that only allow for chemical treatments in certain
circumstances and then only from a specific, pre-approved list of Reduced Risk, EPA
Exempt or San Francisco Tier III products (Orkin Element™ product list available on
request).

Experienced and certified pest specialists
The Orkin Man™ is already the most experienced and best trained pest specialist
in the industry. But to service an Orkin Element™ program, each pest
specialist is also GreenPro certified, so you can enjoy the peace of
mind that comes with knowing the job is being done right.

Comprehensive documentation for quality
assurance
Orkin Element™ includes up-to-date service
reports and complete product usage logs to
help you meet or exceed the requirements
of internal or third-party quality reviews.
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Meet the Highest Environmental Standards
Orkin is always ready to help you combat the threat of pests. With Orkin Element™,
you can count on us to help you meet one of the preferred standards below.
Here’s how.

GREENPRO
With Orkin Element™, your IPM policy will automatically include the following
mandatory components if you adhere to GreenPro standards:
n P rimary treatment strategies are non-chemical and, once exhausted,
move to the use of contained baits.
n Pesticides are applied according to need and not on a regimented
or predetermined schedule.
n Chemicals are applied in such a way as to minimize the risk to
non-target organisms and the environment.
n Monitoring is conducted continually for pests and pest-conducive
conditions to identify problem areas early.

LEED
Orkin Element™ will ensure your indoor and outdoor IPM policies include the
following stipulations if you seek to earn LEED credits:
n Use of least-toxic pesticides.
n M inimum use of chemicals and only if nontoxic options are
unreasonable or have been exhausted.
n Chemicals used only in targeted locations and only for targeted
species.
n Routine inspection, monitoring and evaluation of pest populations
and pest control needs.

Orkin’s Triple Guarantee
t 2x24 Response Guarantee
We will respond to any unscheduled service requests within 2 hours
and will be on-site at your facility within 24 hours, if needed.

t Reimbursement Guarantee*
Should your company be fined by a regulatory agency due solely to a
pest infestation, Orkin will reimburse you the amount of the fines paid.

t 360º Satisfaction Guarantee
You’re protected on all sides with 60 days complimentary service:
n If you’re not satisfied with the way we begin our service.
n If you’re not satisfied at any time thereafter.
n By another provider if you’re still not satisfied.

*See agreement for details.

Earn LEED Credits with Orkin Element™
To obtain LEED certification in pest control, you must meet specific requirements
within several categories. One of the primary LEED standards is that you’ll need
a written IPM policy and documentation that it was followed – valuable resources
which Orkin provides to all its Orkin Element™ customers.
Orkin Element™ clients can simply submit the scope-of-service documentation
provided by Orkin and included with their service. For more information on LEED,
visit www.usgbc.org and download the LEED Green Building Rating System for
Existing Buildings. Refer to the Sustainable Sites and Indoor Environmental
Quality sections.

The National Pest Management Association’s GreenPro certification is the most widely
recognized certification available to companies in the pest management industry. It
means that Orkin complies with a multitude of qualifications to ensure that you receive
an appropriate and effective service every time.

Orkin is USGBC Education Provider committed to enhancing the ongoing professional development of the
building industry and LEED Professionals through high-quality education programs. As the USGBC’s first pest
management Education Provider, Orkin has agreed to abide by USGBC established operational and educational
criteria, and is subject to annual reviews and audits for quality assurance.

Let pest management be part of your sustainability
solution. Call today for a free, on-site consultation.

1.800.ORKIN NOW

orkincommercial.com
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